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Positioning a Camera With Respect to Planar Objects
of Unknown Shape by Coupling 2-D Visual
Servoing and 3-D Estimations
Christophe Collewet and François Chaumette
Abstract—This paper proposes a way to achieve positioning
tasks by 2-D visual servoing when the desired image of the ob-
served object cannot be precisely described. The object is assumed
to be planar and motionless, but no knowledge about its shape or
pose is required. First, we treat the case of a threadlike object, and
then we show how our approach can be generalized to an object
with three particular points. The control law is based on the use of
2-D visual servoing, and on an estimation of two 3-D parameters.
We show that this control scheme is not sensitive to the calibration
of the camera. We conclude this paper by experimental results
relative to objects of unknown shape. In addition, an algorithm to
estimate the depth between the object and the camera is provided,
which finally leads to a 3-D estimation of the object shape.
Index Terms—2-D visual servoing, 3-D reconstruction, complex
images, points of interest, positioning tasks.
I. INTRODUCTION
V ISUAL SERVOING is now a classical technique inrobot control (see [1] for a description of the different
approaches). Nevertheless, in the most often encountered case
of an “eye-in-hand” system [2]–[6], we still cannot achieve
positioning tasks with regard to partially known objects.
Indeed, except rigid manufactured goods for which a model
often exists, we rarely have a precise description of the object
or of the desired visual features, either because these objects
can be subject to deformations or simply because of their
natural variability. Such cases appear when we have to treat
applications, for example, in the surgical domain, agrifood
industry, agriculture, or in unknown environments (underwater,
space). That is why we propose, in this paper, a way to achieve
accurate positioning tasks by visual servoing related to the
objects mentioned above.
In the case of 3-D visual servoing, two approaches exist.
The first, and the most often used, is based on the computation
of the pose between the object and the camera, requiring a
model of the object [7], [8]. Therefore, this approach cannot
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be used in our case. The second approach is based on 3-D
reconstruction by dynamic vision [9]–[11]. This method uses
the displacement of the camera and the 2-D motion computed
from the image sequence, but it still does not provide accurate
results related to the reconstruction errors. On the other hand,
active vision [12]–[19] includes strategies to select the motion
of the camera to limit such errors. In particular, [12], [13],
[16], [19] have shown the benefit of using afixation point
(the projection of such a point is centered and motionless in
the image during the motion of the camera). However, these
approaches have only been used on simple objects. Moreover,
let us point out that these 3-D reconstruction techniques are
sensitive to the calibration of the system, since the camera
displacement or velocity is required.
On the other hand, a lot of works in 2-D visual servoing
have shown that the closed-loop system has little sensitivity to
calibration errors [20]–[27]. Similar results have been obtained
concerning the recent 2-1/2-D approach [28]. However, the
2-D approach, as well as the 2-1/2-D, cannot cope with the
studied objects not being precisely described. Indeed, let us
consider an accurate positioning task related to such objects, a
raw ham, for example. First, the shape of such objects depends
on the way they have been placed by the operator on their
support. Second, even though these objects are part of the same
class, they are different enough from each other not to permit
use of generic visual features for all the objects in the class.
In such applications, the desired visual features have to be
considered as unknown. Few authors relate such cases. In [29],
th authors use a specific motion to achieve an alignment task
without a precise description of the desired visual features.
Unfortunately, their study is restricted to planar motions. In
[30], thanks to dynamic visual features, a positioning task
consisting of moving the camera to the position parallel to a
pl nar object of unknown shape is achieved. However, such
an approach needs particular motion parameters estimation
[31] currently leading to a high computation duration and,
consequently, to a low control scheme rate. Moreover, this
approach is not well suited to positioning tasks since motion
is always required.
The method described in this paper is based on the use of
points as visual features. It can achieve positioning tasks with
any specified orientation and for the same objects as those used
in [30], planar and motionless objects of unknown shape. The
proposed method can be seen as an active vision scheme to per-
form accurate positioning tasks. More precisely, it is based on
1042-296X/02$17.00 © 2002 IEEE
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Fig. 1. Projection of the object on the image plane.
the use of 2-D visual servoing and on the estimation of two 3-D
parameters which will be specified more precisely below. We
will see that this structure uses a fixation point and maintains
the object of interest in the field of view of the camera. More-
over, contrary to 3-D approaches, this method does not need a
calibrated camera, even though it provides dimensions of the
object and an estimation of its range. Unfortunately, it is quite
sensitive to the calibration of the robot, since it necessitates a
measurement of the camera displacement. Finally, our method
combines, in part, the advantages of both 2-D visual servoing
and 3-D reconstruction.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we deal with
a threadlike object to achieve the particular positioning task con-
sisting of moving the robot to the position parallel to this object.
Next, we show in Section III how this approach can be readily
generalized for an object with three particular point features and
for any specified orientation of the camera. Experimental results
are given in the case of a simple object. Moreover, we consider
the case of a coarse calibrated camera. Experimental results con-
cerning objects of unknown shape are finally presented in Sec-
tion IV.
II. CASE OF A SIMPLE OBJECT: THE SEGMENT
A. Task Specification
In this section, we propose to move a robot parallel to a
threadlike object by visual servoing. In order to implement
applications such as those described in the previous section,
we consider the length of the object, as well as its pose,
unknown. The object is described by a segment [ ] with
and , expressed in
the camera frame which is centered in the optical center.
The optical axis of the camera is theaxis of the camera frame
(see Fig. 1).
This object projects on the image plane by a perspec-
tive projection as a segment [ ] of length with
and according to
(1)
where is the focal length. Following, without loss of gener-
ality, is assumed to be equal to 1.
We say that the task is achieved, i.e., the camera is parallel
to the object, when the optical axis is orthogonal to [ ]
and the image centered with respect to theaxis. Therefore, we
have and .
Even though the object is very simple, it is not easy to achieve
the task, since an infinite number of object poses leads to a cen-
tered image without achieving the task. Nevertheless, a way to
achieve this is to center the object in the image, and then to scan
other positions while keeping the image centered. We will see
that proceeding in this way leads to the use of a fixation point
and keeps the object in the field of view of the camera. To do
this, we propose to use a method very similar to the redundancy
framework of thetask functionapproach [32]. So, we will con-
sider as themain taskthe one which maintains the image cen-
tered, and thesecondary taskthe one which scans other posi-
tions while ensuring the object remains centered in the image.
These two tasks constitute the so-calledpositioning task. We
will see, at the end of this section, that prior to this task, a
preliminary taskwill have to be achieved. However, first we
briefly present some fundamentals and notations of 2-D visual
s rvoing.
B. 2-D Image-Based Visual Approach
In image-based visual servoing, the control scheme is per-
formed on the basis of visual features extracted directly from
the image. From a vector describing the current visual fea-
tures, the goal is to move the robot so that where
describes the features when the robot is at its desired position.
Such an approach needs knowledge of the interaction matrix (or
Jacobian) which describes the relationship between the camera
velocity and the velocity of the visual features
(2)
where with and
are the translational and rotational components
of , respectively.
A vision-based task can then be defined when is full
rank by
(3)
where is a model or an approximation of .
In the case of a motionless object, the camera velocity can be
obtained simply by [2]
(4)
with being a positive gain.
C. Description of the Positioning Task
1) Main Task: A way to center the segment in the image is
to choose as visual features the vector
(5)
and as the desired visual features the vector
(6)
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We immediately obtain the interaction matrix at the desired po-
sition [1], [2]
(7)
where is an approximation of .
2) Secondary Task:At this step, we want to equate to
, while ensuring that the image of the object is centered. To
achieve this, the corresponding motion has to belong to Ker
to ensure . Therefore, we can apply a control law of the
following form to achieve the task
(8)
with Ker .
Since dim Ker , several different types of motion
exist, and we have chosen that which sets
to ensure an axis rotation. We obtain
(9)
in which has to be determined.
If , only generates a motion. Intuitively, it is easy to
see that the length of the segment supplies useful in-
formation. In particular, we will show thattakes its maximum
value when the camera is parallel to the object. The secondary
task is thus equivalent to the maximization of. In order to prove
this, and to obtain all the parameters needed for (8), we show
now how changes during the motion of the camera. Further-
more, we will see that the trajectory of the camera can supply
all the unknown 3-D parameters.
D. Modeling of the Length of the Segment
Let us consider the points ,
, and expressed in the camera frame
when the camera is at the desired position. We consider that
the motion during the maximization ofresults from an axis
rotation of angle centered in and a translation (see
Fig. 2). Therefore, is the orientation error with respect to
the desired position. After the motion, and can thus be
expressed as
(10)
By perspective projection, we obtain and
(respectively the projection of and )
(11)
Fig. 2. Modeling of the length of the segment with respect to .
Then, we search to keep at zero, and to perform
a motion which belongs to Ker as seen in Section II-C.2.
After some tedious manipulations, we obtain [33]
(12)
where and . We also obtain the modeling
of the length of the segment, denoted
(13)
We can verify, as expected, that is a 2 periodic and even
function. It equates to zero at and to 2 , which is the
length of the segment in the image when the camera is parallel
to the object, at . Moreover, it takes a unique maximum
at .
This function, quite a bit complex, can be written more simply
for a small value of by using an approximation at third order
(14)
while (12) becomes simply at second order
(15)
This last relation shows that, whenis small, the control law
given by (8) leads to a constant location for . Thus, is a
fixation point.
E. Estimation of the Camera Trajectory
From (12), we can derive the trajectory of the camera ex-
pressed in the camera frame (see Fig. 2)
(16)
From this system it is difficult to eliminate , since is a non-
linear function of it. Nevertheless, if we consider small values
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for and if we use (15) in (16), the trajectory becomes a circle
centered in ( ) with a radius
(17)
Therefore, by using the odometry of the robot, it is possible
to extract an approximation of from its trajectory, and, of
course, to use it in (8). Furthermore, thanks to the perspective
transformation, 3-D features can be obtained as will be shown
in Section III-C.2.
F. Validation of the Approximations
We examine in this section how to impose a small value for
, and thus, prove that (14) is a valid approximation. To do
this, let us study the behavior of the relative error
between (13) and (14). After some manipula-
tions, one can show that is a positive and increasing
function of , which zeroes only for . Consequently,
for a given approximation error , we can find such that
, . This particular value is
given by
(18)
We have now to ensure in practice that , to be sure that
the approximation error will be smaller than .
If we denote , the condition is equivalent to
since [see (13)]. However, this
constraint is not useful in practice, since it imposes a condition
at the end of the positioning task, once the task is achieved (rep-
resented by the point in Fig. 3). It is more interesting to de-
rive a condition at the beginning of this task (pointin Fig. 3).
This can be done as follows. By using (14) for a given value
and for , the length of the image at the be-
ginning of the task can be written as . Now, we
show that the condition (with
the length of the image of the segment at the beginning of
the positioning task for any orientation error ). Indeed,
by substituting and
in the relation , we have
(19)
in which the second member is lower than or equal tosince
. Consequently, if we impose , we are sure
that the modeling given by (14) is valid , since
.
In practice, we will see in Section II-H, Section III-C.2, and
Section IV that it is possible to choose a high value forand a
small value for (typically suitable values are, respectively,
55 and 0.5%).
To really impose a value for at the beginning of the
positioning task, a solution is to add a preliminary task before
the positioning task. The most simple way is to choose the fol-
lowing vector as visual features
(20)
Fig. 3. Camera trajectory during the positioning task.
and as the desired visual features
(21)
where .
Remark: The same study concerning the relative error
between (12) and (15) can be led. In other words, we
can show that
(22)
with the value for which ,
. Thus, if is small enough, the approximation of (12)
by (15) is valid, too.
G. Application to Control
Once the preliminary task has been achieved, we have to
move the camera to the position parallel to the segment (such
that ). However, is computed from the desired camera
position, which is unknown. To alleviate this problem, we can
rewrite as where is the camera angle
between its current position and its initial position (at the be-
ginning of the positioning task), and is the unknown de-
sired angular value when the camera is parallel to the object
(see Fig. 3). This value is computed from the length of the
image of the segment as follows.
During a motion, the form of which is given by the control
law (8), we proceed to an on-line estimation of, the length
of the segment in pixels. Since , we have
. Thereafter, by using the intrinsic parameters, can be
expressed as where is the coordinate of
the principal point in pixels, and (where is the
vertical size of a pixel) yielding , with modeled by
(14). By substituting by in (14) we obtain
(23)
with
(24)
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Therefore, (23) is a linear expression relative to the parameters
and that we can obtain from a least-squares algorithm with
a forgetting factor [34]. Following on, (24) provides the value
of
(25)
However, if we want to obtain an accurate value for , we
have to get enough pairs ( ). This can be done by setting
in (9) to a given value during . The problem is now to
compute . One can proceed as follows: since a least-squares
algorithm provides a matrix such that , with
the covariance matrix of the estimation error andthe variance
of the noise, and since the coefficients of decrease when
the number of data increases, will be supposed accurate
enough when all the coefficients of will be smaller than a
given threshold . We will see in simulation that this value can
easily be tuned.
Finally, to ensure an exponential decay of the angular error
, we then impose
(26)
with being a positive gain. Several approaches can be used
to tune this gain, like the one proposed in [35], for example.
Here, as soon as is known, can be tuned so that the task
will be achieved in a given duration (if no saturation occurs).
Proceeding this way, by integrating (26), and with simple ma-
nipulations, we obtain
(27)
with the value for which the positioning task is considered
as achieved (typically 0.05 ).
Remark: Note that is obtained thanks to the odometry of
the robot, and, therefore, does not depend on the intrinsic pa-
rameters of the camera. Of course, it depends on an accurate
measurement of the displacement of the camera. Note also that
does not depend on the intrinsic parameters [see (25)]. We
will check this nice property in the section devoted to experi-
mental results.
H. Simulation Results
The simulation system consists of a C program describing
the behavior of the relations (1), (8), (23), (25), and (26). To do
this, only the three points , , and are considered. The
following constants have been used: , cm,
s (with the value for which the axis
rotation saturates), s. The rate of the control law is
ms, the dimension of the pixels is , the focal
length is 12.5 mm, the length of the object is 20 cm. In addition,
we have chosen % yielding , %,
pixels and yielding pixels.
has been tuned as follows. We looked at the time for which
is equal to , with a relative accuracy of 10% using a uniform
noise of 3 pixels on image data. This yielded .
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Fig. 4. Simulation results. (a) Error in the sensor. (b) Components of the
camera velocity. (c) Desired and current angular values. (d) Measured and
modeled image length versus . (e) Behavior ofz andz . (f) Positioning
errorz   z .
We depict in Fig. 4 the results obtained from simulation when
adding uniform noise (2 pixels), and for an orientation error of
43.5 . More precisely, Fig. 4(a)–(f) depicts, respectively, the
error in the sensor after the realization of the preliminary task
(defined by ); the six components of the camera ve-
locity; the desired and current angular values; the measured and
modeled image length; the behavior of and ; and the po-
sitioning error . As we can see, in Fig. 4(e) and 4(f),
th desired position is reached. Moreover, we can remark in
Fig. 4(b) that is not set immediately to . A polynomial
velocity profile has been used to limit the error in the sensor.
Note also that even though is small (0.52 s), it leads to a
low value for the relative error on (0.187%). The task is
performed in 11.16 s according to the values ofand (10
s). Besides this, we can observe the low noise influence on the
positioning error and on the estimation of . Thanks to the
good modeling of the real situation, we can set the forgetting
factor involved in the estimation of to a high value (0.995
in practice, remember that ) to strongly filter the noise.
Moreover, in this example, pixels yielding
. This low value for explains
why the modeling is good, and why the positioning error is low.
After having treated “segment” objects, we show in the next
section how the proposed method can be generalized to a planar
object of unknown shape, such that three feature points of the
object can be extracted from the image.
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Fig. 5. Triangle built from three feature points of the object.
III. CASE OF APLANAR OBJECTWITH THREEFEATURE POINTS
In Section II, the task has been achieved by maximization
of the length of the object in the image. In the case of an ob-
ject described in a 2-D space, a natural transposition consists in
maximizing the area of the object in the image. However, ob-
taining its analytical expression in the general case seems to be
out of reach. Thus, we will simplify the approach by assuming
that three feature points of the object can be extracted from the
image.
Taking into account three points only, the image becomes
very simple as depicted in Fig. 5. A triangle with vertices
, , and , which are, respec-
tively, the images of the points , ,
and .
In these conditions, in the same way we have modeled the
length of a segment in Section II-D, we now investigate the area
of a triangle.
A. Modeling of the Surface of a Triangle
Let us consider the three feature points, , , and a
fixed point , such that, by definition, ,
, , and
related to the triangle frame. By perspective
transformation, we deduce the coordinates of, , and
at a given position and orientation of the camera. These
expressions could lead to the modeling of. Unfortunately,
they are too complex and, consequently, we cannot maximize
directly. Nevertheless, we can maximize sequentially the
base of the triangle and then its altitude(see Fig. 5), thanks
to the modeling of a segment obtained in Section II-D after the
preliminary task
(28)
with and .
Consequently, according to the process described in Sec-
tion II, we specify the following:
1) a preliminary task to ensure that the approximations we
will use are valid, as in Section II-F;
2) a positioning task consisting of two tasks, a main task
and a secondary task, as in Section II-C. This task will
be based on the maximization of, yielding
.
Remark: Since we estimate the angular values and
(see Section II-G) for which the camera is parallel to the ob-
ject, by adding specified constant values, any orientation can be
reached as will be shown in Section III-C.2.
B. Control Law
1) Preliminary Task: As mentioned in Section II-F, the goal
of the preliminary task is principally to ensure the validation of
the modeling obtained in Section II-D when the length of the
segment is eitheror .
Due to the symetry of the problem, in the same way we have
introduced in Section II-F , , , , , and ,
we can introduce analogous definitions for , , , ,
, and by considering instead of .
Consequently, the preliminary task has to ensure
with the visual features given by
(29)
and the desired visual features given by
(30)
with and .
2) Positioning Task:If we want to maximize and , it is
more adequate to follow the study described in Section II-C.2,
since it yielded to an analytical representation of the length of
the segment. Unfortunately, we will see that the vector of the
visual features (5) cannot be directly transposed, hence slight
modifications have to be taken into account to ensure the same
behavior as the control law given by (8). The main problem is
to define the correct motions during the maximization of the
segments, and thus, the correct visual features to be used to be
sure that we can use the results of Sections II-D-G.
Maximizing imposes . Similarly, again due
to the symmetry of the problem, maximizingimposes
. These constraints lead us to defineas
(31)
and the desired visual features as
(32)
The interaction matrix related to and ( , 2,
3) is given in (33) shown at the bottom of the next page. Hence,
the two following vectors which belong to Ker could be
used to maximize and
(34)
(35)
However, these two vectors are different from the one studied in
Section II-C.2. Comparing the form of (34) with the one of (9),
n (34) a axis translation appears. We have to impose
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to remove the translational component of theaxis of , and
for the translational component ofaxis of to
ensure the same behavior as the one studied in Section II-C.2.
Unfortunately, these two constraints cannot be satisfied simul-
taneously in the general case of any triangle. Therefore, we have
chosen to impose , yielding
(36)
(37)
The interaction matrix is given in (38), shown at the bottom of
the page, and the two vectors and
(39)
(40)
We will see that even if (39) is different from (9), satisfactory
results are obtained.
Then, we apply a control law of the form
(41)
where and have to be expressed.
With the control law having been completely defined, we now
present the experimental results.
C. Experimental Results
1) Description of the Experimental System:Our experi-
mental system consists of a six-degrees-of-freedom (DOF)
robot: three axes of translation and three axes of rotation
(concurrent and orthogonal), performed by a “wrist” where a
camera (Sony XC-8500CE) is fixed to give an “eye-in-hand”
system. An objective with a focal length of 12.5 mm is mounted
on this camera. Control and sequencing are performed by a
unique PC (Pentium at 200 Mhz under the DOS/4GW operating
system), where Matrox Genesis image-processing hardware is
connected to a PCI bus, and a Galil DMC-1060 board to an
ISA bus to control the robot joints. The code has been written
in the C language making use of the 32-b native Genesis library
provided by Matrox.
Unless explicity stated otherwise, the value of all the pa-
rameters are the same as those used in the simulations (Sec-
tion II-H).
2) Experimental Results:During the simulations, it was
easy to verify how perfect the positioning of the camera was
with respect to the object. Experimentally, it is more difficult.
To do this, we chose a 3-D pose estimation method [36] which
yi lds the orientation errors and . Besides the three points
we need, this method requires a fourth one. As specified in
[36], it must not belong to the plane defined by our three
points. Moreover, we have chosen its coordinates so that once
the object and image planes are parallel, it projects onto the
principal point of the image. Note that this fourth point is only
used for checking and not at all in the control law. In other
respects, the rotational part of the pose has been characterized
by Euler’s angles denoted, , and , which, respectively,
represent the angles of the, , and rotations.
The first experiment consists in positioning the camera par-
allel to a very simple object composed of three white dots (see
Fig. 8). For this experiment, we have chosen the following pa-
rameters: (for the preliminary task) and . All
the other parameters are the ones used in simulation. Further-
more, let us point out that we do not compute the variance of
the noise, even though it could be done from the residues be-
tween the measured and modeled length. We only suppose that
it is lower than a given value (9 for all the experiments).
Fig. 6(a)–(d) depicts, respectively, the error in the sensor,
the behavior of the components of the camera velocity, the de-
sired and current angular values, and the measured and modeled
image length during the maximization of. Fig. 7 depicts the be-
havior of the same variables as above, but during the maximiza-
tion of . Fig. 8 summarizes the different phases to achieve the
positioning task.
First, Figs. 6(d) and 7(d) confirm the theoretical results about
the modeling of and . Moreover, in Figs. 6(c) and 7(c) we re-
mark that we quickly obtain the desired angular value. The con-
dition is verified for s for , and s
for with a relative error on of 1.81% (2.33%). As
expected, the duration of the maximization ofand is around
, respectively, 8.92 s and 9.44 s. On the other hand, let us point
out that, as in simulation, the noise does not have a lot of effect
on . For this experiment, we have the following.
1) Initial camera pose:
a) , , and ;
b) depth of the feature points (in cm): ,
, and .
(33)
(38)
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 6. First experiment: Maximization ofl (after the preliminary task).
(a) Error in the sensor. (b) Components of the camera velocity. (c) Desired and
current angular values. (d) Measured and modeled image length versus .
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 7. First experiment—Maximization ofh (after the maximization ofl).
(a) Error in the sensor. (b) Components of the camera velocity. (c) Desired and
current angular values. (d) Measured and modeled image length versus .
2) Final camera pose:1
a) , ;
b) depth of the feature points (in cm): ,
, and .
If the positioning were perfect, we should have
and . Therefore, we can conclude that these results
are satisfactory. Note that these good results confirm the study
led in Section II-F, since and are, as expected, lower than
( , ).
In addition, as seen in Section II-E, we have access to
an approximation of . Our algorithm yielded a value of
1Only results are given for and since is not servoed.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 8 First experiment. (a) Initial image. (b) Image after the preliminary task.
(c) Image after maximization ofl. (d) Final image.
Fig. 9. First experiment: Behavior ofz during the motion.
71.72 cm, so this method is accurate, since the right value
is within [72.70 cm, 72.91 cm] (see the final camera pose).
Fig. 9 shows the behavior of during the motion. As soon as
a sufficient number of image acquisitions is available, a good
approximation is provided. The consequence of a good value
for in the control law can be seen in Fig. 7(a) since the error
decreases suddenly (near 1.5 s).
Furthermore, once the task is achieved, the camera is in front
of the object and is known. Thus, according to perspective
projection (1), 3-D features can be reconstructed. For example,
for and these values have been obtained, cm
and cm, instead of cm. Thus, both
the algorithms of positioning and reconstruction provide good
results.
Twenty other positioning tasks have been realized, such that
, , , and
cm cm . Very good results have also been obtained con-
cerning the positioning task, as well as the reconstruction of
3-D features. They are summarized in Table I, in which func-
tion yields the relative error of the measurement ofin
percentage.
The second experiment consists in positioning the camera
for a particular desired orientation different from parallel (fol-
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TABLE I
RESULTS ON20 EXPERIMENTS
lowing on from the remark made in Section III-A). In this case,
we have the following for Euler’s angles:
1) initial camera orientation: , ;
2) desired camera orientation: , ;
3) final camera orientation: , .
Again, these results are satisfactory, since are
lower than and . Figs. 10 and 11 depict the behavior of the
control law during the maximization ofand , respectively,
and Fig. 12 describes the different phases to achieve the task. In
particular, Figs. 10(d) and 11(d) validate the modeling ofand
. Nevertheless, we remark in Fig. 11(b) a termintroduced
by the main task to ensure which did not exist in the first
experiment (remember that the interaction matrix given in (38)
is computed for a desired position parallel to the object). This
term leads a nonplanar motion and, consequently, to a worse
approximation for , but accurate enough to achieve the task
[here again, decreases suddenly when is used in
(41)]. Furthermore, the condition is verified for
s for , and s for , with a relative error on
of 5.18% (31.52%). Here again, the duration of the
maximization of and is, more and less, respected: 9.20 and
11.00 s.
Now we consider the case of a coarse-calibrated camera.
Errors have been introduced in the intrinsic parameters of the
camera. We have added an error of 10% on these parameters,
and we have neglected the radial distortion of the lens. The
experiment, consisting of achieving a positioning task to a po-
sition parallel the object, has led to and
instead of and for a calibrated
camera with the same initial pose. This experiment shows that
nonsignificant differences exist concerning the positioning
error between a calibrated camera and a coarse-calibrated one.
This validates the proof given in Section II-G. As anticipated,
our algorithm is sensitive to the eye-to-hand calibration, since
errors in the transformation matrix between the end-effector
and the camera (5for rotations, 3 cm for translations) have led
to and . However, these results remain
satisfactory (since the final orientation error is really inferior
to the introduced errors).
Now that we have validated our approach, we will illustrate
it on objects with complex shapes. Two examples are given.
IV. A PPLICATION TOOBJECTS OFCOMPLEX SHAPE
A. Example A
In the proposed example, we use the case of an unknown bi-
nary object of complex shape. Its projection yields a contour
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 10. Second experiment. Servoing of .
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 11. Second experiment. Servoing of .
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 12. Second experiment. The different phases to achieve the task.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 13. Example A. Maximization ofl.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 14. Example A. Maximization ofh.
with eight points of inflexion, from which three are selected,
tracked, and used in the control scheme.2 Our extraction and
tracking algorithm is executed in a time of 120 ms. For this
reason, we have set , , and .
Figs. 13 and 14 describe the behavior of the control law during
the maximization of and . Fig. 15 summarizes the different
phases to achieve the task. The lines linking the three points of
inflexion point out the similarity to the previous experimental
results (see Fig. 8). Fig. 16 shows the behavior ofduring the
motion. For this experiment we have the following:
1) initial camera orientation: , ;
2) final camera orientation: , .
2We verified that points of inflexion in the object are also points of inflexion
in the image. In fact, it is shown in [33] that this property is satisfied in the
non degenerate cases (which occur when the image of the object becomes a
segment).
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 15. Example A. The different phases to achieve the task.
Fig. 16. Example A. Behavior ofz during the motion.
Therefore, we obtain, in the case of a complex object, good
results ( , ), even if during the maximization
of its variation is not very high [see Fig. 13(d)]. Again, in
Figs. 13(c) and 14(c), we remark that we quickly obtain a stable
desired angular value as well as in Fig. 16 for. Furthermore,
the condition is verified for s for , and
s for with a relative error on of 11.28%
(3.82%). On the other hand, as expected, the duration of the
maximization of is around 10 s, more precisely, 11.88 s
(11.40 s).
B. Example B
In this last example, we consider the case of a more complex
object: a raw ham. This object is moving on a conveyor, and the
goal is to place the camera parallel to it to perform an inspection
of the cut [37]. To do this, we used the method described in
[38] to track at the frame rate (40 ms) the three feature points
we need. It is based on the minimization of the sum of squared
differences of images intensities between the current window
(around the point to track) and another window acquired at the
previous frame.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 17. Example B. Maximization ofl.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 18. Example B. Maximization ofh.
When more than three feature points exist, we have to select
them from the first image only. First, with respect to geometrical
conditions, they must be far away from each other, and second,
the tracking process must track them during the entire duration
of the servoing. For this purpose, we have proposed in [39] an
approach based on an entropy criterion to select the points for a
robust tracking.
The experimental results are depicted in Figs. 17–20. For this
example, since the tracking algorithm necessitates small dis-
placements from one image to another [38], , , and
have been set, respectively, to 5/s, 0.5, and 5. Let us point out
that, again, the online estimations of and are accurate:
1.37% and 9.28%. However, in this case, it is difficult to mea-
sure the positioning accuracy.
Again, we can clearly see in Fig. 18(a) the benefit of using
in the control law. In addition, for the application, 3-D features
can be obtained to characterize the cut of the ham.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 19. Example B. The different phases to achieve the task.
Fig. 20. Example B. Behavior ofz during the motion.
V. CONCLUSION
We have presented a way to achieve positioning tasks by 2-D
visual servoing when the desired image of the object cannot
be precisely described, and for any desired orientation of the
camera. However, we have to assume the object to be planar
and motionless.
Although we use approximations and an online estimation,
we have shown how to ensure the convergence of the control
law, consequently leading to accurate positionings (0.5 ). In
ddition, an algorithm based on the modeling of the trajectory
of the camera provides the depth between the camera and the
bject. Hence, in the case of a positioning task consisting of
moving the camera parallel to the object, precise 3-D recon-
struction can be expected (0.4 ). Moreover, experimental
results have shown that our approach is not sensitive to the cali-
bration of the camera. Thus, our method combines in part the
advantages of both 2-D visual servoing and 3-D reconstruc-
tion methods, in the sense that 3-D information can be obtained
without a calibrated camera.
On the other hand, two experimental examples have been
given to show the effectiveness of our approach. The first, based
on the extraction of inflexion points, has shown that an accurate
positioning can be obtained at a relative high rate (120 ms), and
the second, based on points of interest, on a more complex ob-
ject at the frame rate (40 ms).
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Finally, we think that this paper contributes to an expansion of
the application area of visual servoings, in the sense that com-
plex objects or objects of unknown shape can now be treated
even if the desired image is not precisely known.
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